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ECONOMICS 

SECTION – A 

1. Scarcity definition is given by

(A) Adam Smith (B) Robbins (C) Marshall (D) None of them

2. The author of “An enquiry into the nature and causes of wealth of nations”

(A) J.B.Say (B) Ricardo (C) Keynes (D) Adam Smith

3. Who propounded the concept of consumer’s surplus first?

(A) Dupitt (B) Marshall (C) Marx (D) Pigou

4. The relation between price and supply
(A) Inverse (B) direct (C) zero (D) none of them

5. The market where single producer and many buyers exist is called

(A) Perfect competition (B) imperfect competition

(C ) monopoly (D) monopolistic competition

6. The theory of indifference curve propounded by

(A) Hick and Allen (B) Marshall (C) Pigou (D) Schumpeter

7. The revealed preference theory introduced by
(A) Samuelson (B) J.B. Say (C) Keynes (D) Ricardo

8. The changing variable in the law of variable proportion

(A) Capital (B) Technology (C) Labour (D) all

9. Selling costs comes under

(A) Perfect competition (B) Monopolistic competition

(C) Monopoly (D) Oligopoly
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10. The second law of Gausian 
(A) Law of variable proportions 
(B) Law of diminishing marginal utility 
(C) Law of equi-marginal utility 
(D) Law of returns to scale 

 
11. Perfect elasticity of demand value 

 
(A) 0   (B)<1   (C) >1   (D) =1 

 

12. To measure utility Hick-Allen introduced 
(A) Ordinal measurement  (B) Deductive method 

(C)  inductive method   (D) cordinal measurement  

 

13. Price line is also called as 
(A) Demand line  (B) Supply line (C) budget line  (D) none of them 

 

14. Marginal productivity theory coined by 
(A) Adam Smith  (B) Marshall  (C) Chamber line  (D) J.B. Say 

 

15. The difference between willingness to pay and actual payment is called as  
(A) Suppliers surplus  (B) Producers surplus 

 (C)  consumer’s surplus (D) none of them 

 

16. Differential rent theory is propounded by 
(A) Adam Smith  (B) Pigou  (C) Samuelson  (D) Ricardo 

 

17. Dumping comes under which market 
(A) Perfect competition    (B) monopoly 

(C) oligopoly     (D) duopoly 

 

18. The compensation principle was first introduced by 
 
(A) Hicks  (B) Allen  (C) Oligopoly  (D) Nicholos Kaldor 
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19. At equilibrium, the slope of indifference curve is
(A) Smaller than the slope of the budget line
(B) Greater than the slope of the budget line
(C) Equal to the slope of the budget line
(D) None of the above
(E)

20. A rectangular hyperbola represents
(A) Unit elasticity (B) zero elasticity

(C) negative elasticity (D) perfect elasticity

21. Isoquant is locus of combination of

(A) Two commodities (B) two factors (C) two  products (D)none of the above

22. Monopsony is a form of market organization in which there is a
(A) Single seller of an input (B) single seller of an output

(C) single buyer of an output (D) single buyer of an input

23. An optimum level of output of a competitive firm is given by the point where
(A) MR equal MC and MC is rising (B) MR equals AC

(C) MR equals to MC (D) MR exceeds MC

24. Demand curve faced by a firm under perfect completion is

(A) Negative sloped (B) horizontal (C) Vertical (D) positively sloped

25. The author of the “theory of monopolistic competition”
(A) Chamberline (B) Knight (C) Robinson (D) None of them

26. Which market earns supernormal profits in the long –run?
(A) Perfect competition (B) monopoly

(C) monopolistic competition (D) duopoly
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27. Kinky demand curve exist in

(A) duopoly (B) monopoly

(C) monopolistic competition (D) monopsony

28. Consumer’s equilibrium in indifference curve analysis is the point where the budget wise

(A) should be target to the indifference curve

(B) should cut the indifference curve

(C) should lie above to indifference curve

(D) should parallel to indifference curve

29. The income effect is negative in the case of

(A) luxury goods (B) inferior goods

(C) consumer durable goods (D) capital goods

30. The nature of the product is homogeneous in

(A) perfect competition (B) monopoly

(C) monopolistic competition (D) duopoly
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SECTION – B 

(MACTO ECONOMICS) 

31. Which of the following variable (s) will come under Stock Variable(s)

(A) consumer price index (B) gross domestic product

(C) money supply (D) both (A) and (C) above

32. The relation between aggregate consumption expenditure and aggregate income of household sector

is known as

(A) Consumption function (B) saving function

(C) investment function (D) none of the above

33. Macro economics is the study of

(A) inflation (B) unemployment (C) growth (D) all of (A) and (C)

34. Ina closed economy, at equilibrium level of income savings are equal to

(A) investment (B) wages (C) wage –consumption (D) none of above

35. Which of the following methods is /are used for measuring national income?

(A) output method (B) expenditure method

(C) income method (D) all of (A),(B) and (C) above

36. Balance of trade is the

(A) difference between current and capital account

(B) difference between  merchandise export and imports

(C) same as the balance of current account

(D) same as the overall balance of payments

37. National income is

(A) NDP at market price (B) NNP at market price

(C) NDP at factor cost (D) NNP at factor cost
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    38. The ratio between  an increment of investment to an increment of income is called as 

 (A) marginal propensity to consume  (B) marginal propensity to save 

 (C) multiplier     (D) average propensity to save 

39. The slope of the consumption function represents 

      (A) average propensity to save  (B) marginal propensity to save 

     (C) average propensity to consume (D) marginal propensity consume 

 

40. Equilibrium occurs in a two- sector model when 

    (A) saving equals investment   (B) income equals expenditure 

   (C) Planned saving equals planed investment (D) revenue equals to spending 

 

41. Transaction demand for money varies 

      (A) positively with income   

       (B) positively with income and inversely with rate of interest 

      (C) inversely with income and positively with rate of interest 

      (D) inversely with income and rate of interest 

42. The basic difference between classical and the Keynesian model lies in the assumption of  

      (A) rigid money wages  (B) rigid money supply 

     (C) demand for money supply (D) labour supply 

 

43. ‘Supply creates its own demand’ who’s statement is this  

       (A) Keynes  (B) J.B Say  (C) Fisher  (D) Hicks 

 

44. Stagflation is a period of  

      (A) high inflation  (B) low inflation  (C) high unemployment  (D) both (A) and (B) 
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45. Interaction between aggregate demand and aggregate supply determines 

      (A) multiplier    (B) effective demand   

      (C) Propensity to consume  (D) Propensity to save 

 

46. The accelerator co-efficient is the ratio between 

       (A) induced investment and an intial change in consumption expenditure 

      (B) saving and investment 

     (C) income and consumption 

     (D) none of the above 

47. According to quantity theory of money, the quantity of money is determined by 

     (A) P= KR   (B) µ = KPY
  
 (C) P =   

µ  
(D) P= µV+ µ’V’ 

               µ                                                                  KT                              

  
48.   Inflation means 

 
(A)  More rapid increase in the quantity of money than output 
(B) Rapid increase in investment 
(C) Rapid increase in consumption 
(D) Rapid increase in expenditure           

 
49. How many phases are in a business cycle? 
 

(A) 2  (B) 5  (C) 4  (D) 3 
 
50. Reserve Bank of India is established in 
        (A) 1935  (B) 1949  (C) 1955  (D) 1954 
 
51. ‘Population explosion happens in which stage of demographic transition theory 
 

(A) First stage  (B) second stage  (C) third stage (D) fourth stage 
 
52. In the Keynesian model, macroeconomic equilibrium can take place at 
 

(A) Full employment    (B) less than full employment 
 
       (C) less than full capacity output  (D) both (B) and (C) above  
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53. Budget deficit + Government borrowings and other liabilities is known as  
 

(A) Revenue deficit (B) fiscal deficit  (C) capital deficit  (D) budget deficit 
 
54. Personal taxes in India comes under which tax system 
 

(A) Progressive  (B) Proportional   (C) regressive  (D) direct 
 
55. Open market purchases increases during the period of  
 

(A) Deflation  (B) recession  (C) inflation  (D) recovery 
 
56. The term “macro’ was first used in Economics by 
 

(A) J.B. Say (B) Ragner Frisch  (C) Hicks  (D) Keynes 
 
57. National income is sum of  
 

(A) Y=C+I  (B) Y= PT   (C) Y= µ1+ µ2  (D) none of them 

                                                             
µ

 

   58. Phillips curve shows the relationship between 

         (A) Price index and inflation     (B) GDP and investment   

          (C) Wage rate and rate of unemployment         (D) money supply and prices        

59.  Open market operations is an important instrument in 

        (A) Fiscal policy  (B) Monetary policy  (C) Labour policy  (D) population policy 

60. The concept of multiplier was introduced by 

        (A) Keynes   (B) Pigou  (C) Patinkin   (D) James Tabin 
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SECTION – C 

(INDIAN ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS) 

 

 61. Disguised  unemployment exists in  

       (A) agricultural sector  (B) industrial sector  (C) service sector  (D) in all 

62. Second Give Year plan model was based in the model of  

      (A) Kaldor   (B) Maholonobis  (C) Schumpeter   (D) Joan Robinson 

63. Reserve Bank of India is located in  

      (A) New Delhi  (B) Madras   (C) Mumbai   (D) Hyderabad 

64. Green Revolution introduced during the period 

       (A) 1964-65  (B) 1955-56    (C) 1977-78   (D) 1988-89 

65. National income is calculated by 

      (A) Planning Commission   (B) Finance Commission 

      (C) Central Statistical Organisation  (D)national Development Council 

66. 14 Commercial Banks nationalized in the year 

       (A) 1980   (B) 1982  (C) 1971  (D)1969 

67. The New Economic Policy concentrates on 

     (A) Liberalisation  (B) Globalisaiton  (C) Privitisation  (D) (A), (B) and (C)  

68. Prime Ministers Tojagar Youjana Launched in the year 

      (A) 1996   (B)1991   (C) 1994  (D) 1999 

69. Transport, Banking and Insurance comes under 

       (A) primary Sector     (B) Secondary Sector   

       (C) Tertiary Sector     (D)None of them 

70.Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Emplyment Guarantee Programme launched in the Year 

   (A) 2004   (B) 2006   (C) 2007  (D) 2009  
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71. The percentage share of national income is high in 

      (A) primary sector   (B) secondary sector  (C) tertiary sector  (D) exports 

72. The institution which mobilizes resources for industrial development 

      (A) Commercial Banks  (B) IDBI   (C) RRBs  (D) RBI 

73. Which crop benefited most from the green revolution? 

      (A) Pulses   (B) coarse cereals   (C) Wheat  (D) Rice 

74. Hawala market related to  

       (A) Stock Exchange market   (B) Agricultural Market 

        (C) Illegal Foreign Exchange Market  (D) Futures Market 

75. Which unit is being adopted under ‘Lead bank’ Scheme? 

       (A) village    (B) Mandal   (C) Municipality  (D) District 

76. Which industry is providing high employment for women? 

       (A) Tea plantation     (B) Match industry   

         (C) Jute industry     (D) Tobacco industry 

77. The author of “planned Economy for India” 

       (A) M.N.Roy      (B) VKRV Rao   

       (C) M.Visweshwarayya     (D) Godgil 

78. NABARD established in the year 

       (A) 1980   (B) 1981  (C) 1982  (D) 1983 

79. Ancient Industry in India 

      (A) Handllom industry     (B) Iron industry 

      (C) Toy making industry     (D) Brass making industry 

80. National Development Council established in the year 

   (A) 1952     (B) 1953   (C) 1954  (D) 1955 
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81. Centre for Environment Educaiton (CEE) is located at 

      (A) New Delhi   (B) Mumbai   (C) Pune  (D) Ahmedabad 

 

82. The National Environment Tribunal Act was enacted in 

     (A) 1980    (B) 1972   (C)1992   (D)1995 

83. Ozone day is celebrated on 

     (A) 5th June   (B) 21st April   (C) 16th September  (D) 25th December 

84. To day, the world’s number one problem is  

      (A) Nuclear proliferation     (B) natural calamities   

      (C) population explosion     (D) global warming 

 

85. About 40 percent of total deaths in the world are due to 

       (A) diseases      (B) predation    

       (C) air –pollution      (D) global warming 

86.Warming of earth occurs due to 

   (A) strong run rays     (B) green house effect   

    (C) air –pollution     (D) none of these 

 

87. PAN is a  

     (A) Primary pollutant     (B) Secondary pollutant   

     (C) it is not a pollutant    (D) none of them 

88. Major factor for water – pollution is  

      (A) Smoke      (B) Mathura refinery   

      (C)Industrial effluents    D) All of these 

89. There is a threat to the beauty of Taj Mahal from 

     (A) Yamuna     (B) Leakage   

     (C) Rain effect on marble    (D)Mathura Refinery 
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90. Hawk population is decreasing due to 

       (A) hunting     (B) food scarcity    

       (C) Excessive use of pesticides    (D) all of these 

91. Deforestation generally decreases 

    (A) drought   (B) rainfall   (C) soil erosion  (D) global warming 

 

92. Which of the following are non- renewable resource? 

     (A) Forests   (B) fossil fuels   (C) animals   (D) all the above 

93. Agro eco system is 

     (A) natural       (B) grassland eco system    

     (C) man made     (D) none 

94. The first necessity of eco system is  

     (A) water    (B) energy   (C) nitrogen   D)oxygen 

95. The term ‘ecology’ was coined by 

      (A) Misra    (B) Earnst Haeckel  (C) Tansley    (D) Odum 

96.The environment, modified by human activities is called 

     (A) modern environment     (B) noosphere   

     (C) urban environment     (D) anthropogenic environment  

97. Which of the following is not an air pollutant? 

   (A)  CO2    (B) CO     (C) SO2      (D) none of them 

98. Environment Protection Act was enacted in 

     (A) 1972   (B) 1975   (C) 1986   (D) 1996 

99. The soil on a hill slope is 

       (A) Sandy   (B) Rocky  (C) Clayey   (D) Zoamy 

100. Earth Summit was held in  

       (A) China    (B) India   (C) Canada   (D) Brazil 
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